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The Sons of the American Revolution is the leading male lineage society that perpetuates
the ideals of the war for independence. As a historical, educational, and patriotic, nonprofit corporation organized under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, we seek to
maintain and expand the meaning of patriotism, respect for our national symbols, the
value of American citizenship, and the unifying force of "e pluribus unum" that was created
from the people of many nations -- one nation and one people.
National: http://www.sar.org/

State: https://www.washingtonsar.org/

Washington State Color Guard: https://www.washingtonsar.org/
Chapter: https://www.washingtonsar.org/mid-columbia.html
Facebook: www.fb.com/MidColumbiaChapterSAR/
Some of our news letters can be found in our FB group at
https://www.facebook.com/groups/845881275797636/
Color Guard: https://cg.wasar-ah.org/

Our Mission:" To bring the History, Education, and Patriotism of
our Country's Founding to the Local Community."
Recent Activities of the Mid-Columbia Chapter:

Back in May, John Tipton gave a “Day in the Life of Colonial America” talk to the 5th and
6th grade classes at St. Joseph’s School in Yakima.
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John with St. Joseph Students
Since that time, John has passed on some great Thank You Notes from the kids at the
school. These are just a sampling:
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And on the backside.

Also as reported in our June Secretary’s Report, John Tipton presented our first Law
Enforcement Commendations Medal. This went to Yakima County Deputy Sherriff Joel
Panattoni on June 13th. Here are pictures of that event which were not available at the
time:
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July 13 – Kelly Schultz, Conn Clark, Larry Flint, Brian Smith and Richard Roddy.
Attended the Celebration of Life in memory of Mid-Columbia charter member, Gar Pilliar
in Quincy. Military Honors were given by the U.S. Navy and the Grant County South
American Legion.

Flag folding ceremony by U.S. Navy and American Legion
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Military honors rendered by Grant County South American Legion

Celebration of Life for Gar Pilliar
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A special Summer meeting was called on July12th in order to swear in new Member Walt
Wood, who was later that month.

President Kelly Swears in Walt Wood

Sponsor Larry Pins on Rosette
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Walt talks about his background and Patriot Ancestor, Israel Wood. Walt expect to find
another five Revolutionary War Ancestors.

Group picture courtesy of Karen Schultz, includes (L to R) Kelly Schultz, Russ Wentworth, Richard
Roddy, Walt Wood, John Tipton, grandson Cooper Arnold, Lawrence Clay, Conn Clark, Larry
Flint and Arthur Broady.
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And a few relevant comments about our founding document:

Freedom Of Individual Enterprise
https://nccs.net/blogs/our-ageless-constitution/freedom-of-individual-enterprise
The Economic Dimension Of Liberty Protected By The Constitution
"Agriculture, manufactures, commerce, and
navigation, the four pillars of our prosperity,
are the most thriving when left most free to
individual enterprise."
- Thomas Jefferson
"The enviable condition of the people of the
United States is often too much ascribed to the
physical advantages of their soil & climate...
But a just estimate of the happiness of our
country will never overlook what belongs to the
fertile activity of a free people and the benign influence of a responsible government."
- James Madison
America's Constitution did not mention freedom of enterprise per se, but it did set up a
system of laws to secure individual liberty and freedom of choice in keeping with Creatorendowed natural rights. Out of these, free enterprise flourished naturally. Even though
the words "free enterprise' are not in the Constitution, the concept was uppermost in the
minds of the Founders, typified by the remarks of Jefferson and Madison as quoted above.
Already, in 1787, Americans were enjoying the rewards of individual enterprise and free
markets. Their dedication was to securing that freedom for posterity. The learned men
drafting America's Constitution understood history - mankind's struggle against poverty
and government oppression. And they had studied the ideas of the great thinkers and
philosophers.
They were familiar with the near starvation of the early Jamestown settlers under a
communal production and distribution system and Governor Bradford's diary account of
how all benefited after agreement that each family could do as it wished with the fruits of
its own labors.
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Later, in 1776, Adam Smith's INQUIRY INTO THE NATURE AND CAUSES OF THE
WEALTH OF NATIONS and Say's POLITICAL ECONOMY had come at just the right
time and were perfectly compatible with the Founders' own passion for individual liberty.
Jefferson said these were the best books to be had for forming governments based on
principles of freedom.
They saw a free market economy as the natural result of their ideal of liberty. They feared
concentrations of power and the coercion that planners can use in planning other people’s
lives; and they valued freedom of choice and acceptance of responsibility of the
consequences of such choice as being the very essence of liberty. They envisioned a large
and prosperous republic of free people, unhampered by government interference. The
Founders believed the American people, possessors of deeply rooted character and values,
could prosper if left free to:
▪

acquire and own property

▪

work for whom and at what they wanted

▪

have access to free markets

▪

travel and live where they would choose

▪

produce what they wanted

▪

acquire goods and services which they
desired

Such a free market economy was, to them, the natural result of liberty, carried out in the
economic dimension of life. Their philosophy tended to enlarge individual freedom - not
to restrict or diminish the individual's right to make choices and to succeed or fail based
on those choices. The economic role of their Constitutional government was simply to
secure rights and encourage commerce. Through the Constitution, they granted their
government some very limited powers to:
▪

assure that the ground rules were fair (a fixed standard of weights and measures)

▪

encourage initiative and inventiveness (copyright and patent protection laws)

▪

provide a system of sound currency with an established value (gold and silver coin)

▪

enforce free trade (free from interfering special interests)

▪

protect individuals from the harmful acts of others

Adam Smith called it "the system of natural liberty." James Madison referred to it as "the
benign influence of a responsible government." Others have called it the free enterprise
system. By whatever name it is called, the economic system envisioned by the Founders
and encouraged by the Constitution allowed individual enterprise to flourish and
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triggered the greatest explosion of economic progress in all of history. Americans became
the first people truly to realize the economic dimension of liberty.

Footnote: Our Ageless Constitution, W. David Stedman & La Vaughn G. Lewis, Editors
(Asheboro, NC, W. David Stedman Associates, 1987) Part III: ISBN 0-937047-01-5
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